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A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Blog I became a “civic junkie” in early 1992. I sought— and got—a job in politics working for a state elected official. Since that decision, fifteen years ago, my career has been tied to various aspects of community and civic life. I eventually left government and politics and worked in the nonprofit sector, mostly in participatory democracy or dialog and deliberation. About a year ago, however, things changed. That’s when I shifted from working around civic life to being a real part of it. What happened was I started a blog called Rockville Central. Having worked on community for so many years, I had suddenly stepped into, and in front of, the community in which I live. What ensued surprised me. I learned a great deal in the past year, much of which contradicts what I thought I knew beforehand. This article is a chronicle of the first year in the life of a civic entrepreneur and a few lessons learned.



Beginnings



It started over the Memorial Day weekend in 2007. There was an article in my local paper about blogs. Seems that a handful of community-focused blogs had sprung up. The article piqued my interest. I did not see a mention of anything covering my own town, Rockville, Maryland. I thought this odd, because Rockville is the Montgomery County seat, in one of the main suburban counties of Washington, D.C. Denizen of the Internet that I am, in an hour or so I set up my own blog on Google’s free Blogger service.



BY BRAD ROURKE



feeling of connectedness I had as I walked my neighborhood and interacted day-to-day with a bunch of fellow elementary school parents—and the feeling that, even though we disagreed with one another we weren’t “polarized,” as the dominant narrative at the time would have many believe. I thought this new blog could be like a newsletter for this small group of friends. I named the blog Rockville Central, in part because I live in an area that is close to being the geographic center of Rockville, and in part because I thought it might become something of a hub. I even came up with a tagline: “Community-produced information with a healthy dose of opinion.” That pretty well seemed to describe what I was after. My first article was a small piece about trash. I had heard that a change in the city’s twice-weekly pickup scheme would be on the agenda for that night’s mayor and council meeting. According to a few articles in the local weekly newspaper, the Gazette, this topic was generating controversy. I found this silly, and it was trash day anyway, so I snapped a photo of my trash by the curb and wrote: It’s trash day on my block. Last week we didn’t have pickup because of Memorial Day. It made me recall the ongoing argument over switching from twice-per-week trash pickup to once-perweek. I am in favor of once-per-week. Two times a week is a waste of resources, in my view. What about you? What do you think?



A couple of years earlier, in the bitter aftermath of the 2004 election, I had written an opinion piece for the Christian Science Monitor. It was about the



Later that day, I sent an e-mail to a few friends, asking them to “blog with me” and be contributors. © 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. Published online in Wiley InterScience (www.interscience.wiley.com) National Civic Review • DOI: 10.1002/ncr.220 • Fall 2008
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Early Signs of Progress



Over the first couple of months, there were small successes. It was just enough to keep my interest. I set up a system where people could sign up to get an e-mail each time an article was posted. Then I saw what appeared to be the city manager’s e-mail address on the list. Looking over the traffic statistics, I could see a number of hits from computers in city offices. I was not particularly concerned about statistics, though. What was more important to me was the character of the space I was creating, and the quality of the interactions. I would jump over the moon if one of my acquaintances who might not be particularly interested in politics got involved in public life in some way. I began to hear from friends that something they saw on Rockville Central encouraged them to take an action. A friend volunteered to tutor, spurred by an article by Cynthia Cotte Griffiths on the need for literacy volunteers. Another said that reading the articles and comments evoked a feeling of community that was missing. I received e-mails from people who said they found the “tone of civility” valuable. I began to think that perhaps Rockville Central could create the kind of “space” that we often talk about in the civic arena—a safe space where issues can be discussed without ideology and shouting matches, where people can work through important public issues.



Election Season



Like many municipalities across the nation, Rockville elects its leaders in odd years. It has a weak-mayor system, where the mayor (elected separately) is essentially the peer of a four-member city council. The mayor presides over meetings. All candidates run at large, and the term is two years. With a population of more than fifty thousand, Rockville has about forty thousand eligible voters.
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The blog could be a safe space where issues can be discussed without ideology and shouting matches, where people can work through important public issues.



Just under thirty thousand are actually registered voters, and about six thousand of them end up voting in city elections. Though still nonprofessional (that is, paid staff is rare), city campaigns are beginning to get more sophisticated in terms of targeted mailings and fundraising. Having begun Rockville Central in June, I felt the main thing on the horizon was the upcoming city election. This one promised to be more interesting than past elections. The previous mayor was stepping down, prompting a member of the city council to run for the seat. This created an opening for a city council seat, and so people jumped into the race. All told, eleven candidates (including incumbents running for reelection) ran for city council, and three candidates ran for mayor. Looking forward to the upcoming election, I wrote a note to readers in late July, outlining what they could expect from Rockville Central: We’re a community news resource, and elections are a key part of community news. So we’re going to do our best to provide ordinary Rockville folks with the information they need to help make their decision this November. But we’re not a politics or opinion blog, so we will try to avoid “insider” pieces about the machinations of the campaigns, just as we will try to avoid pieces supporting this or that candidate for city council or candidate for mayor. We aren’t going to endorse anyone. We’ll just try to be straight down-the-middle, and tell you what you need to know. We think that’s how we can be most useful.
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Here is what you can expect us to try our best to give you:



• A way to know who is running for what city offices, with a link to their campaign Website • Significant news items or analysis that relate to their positions on city issues or the overall viability of their candidacy • Interviews with candidates—written recaps and full audio • Personal opinion—tagged as opinion—about the election if it seems honestly helpful • A direct statement from each candidate, either text or video or both • A photo of each person running for city office • Other information that seems useful We will try to make sure you won’t get:



• Screeds, rants, tirades, anonymous flame-wars, personal attacks • Ideological invective disguised as “news” • Trumped-up “investigation” pieces that amount to nothing • Glowing puff-pieces disguised as “news” • Endorsements by Rockville Central • Punditry, predictions, and insider politics We will try our hardest to meet these goals. When we fall down, we hope you will help us out by letting us know. We will try to be as transparent as possible. But remember, we are just doing this in our spare time, so try to give us a break! We hope you will find Rockville Central useful as we move into election season and beyond. This is a work in progress. Please tell us how we’re doing.



Since that piece appeared, the “what you won’t get” list has turned out to set Rockville Central apart from other campaign-related, political blogs. The “no rants” part is frequently mentioned to me as a defining characteristic in the eyes of readers.
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Having made my statement about the space Rockville Central was hoping to occupy politically, I sent an invitation to all candidates running for city office, requesting a telephone interview. My idea was to ask a few simple questions and record the conversation. I would write up a quick recap and post full audio. All the candidates agreed, and by the end of August I had completed the interviews. In my professional life, especially in work I’ve done with Richard C. Harwood and the Harwood Institute, I had experience in how far short of the mark many interactions with politicians fall— especially with things such as voter guides put together by nonprofits. Citizens by and large want to get to know people, not necessarily learn about issue positions and policy options. So I crafted a set of questions that, I hoped, would be different from the kinds of things one normally sees. Among the more usual issue-oriented questions, I included ones like these: • What question do you hope every reporter asks you? What’s your answer? • What subject hasn’t come up, but should? • Your favorite Rockville restaurant? Rockville Park? • What do you do as a hobby? • Tell us about something in the past that you consider a failure, or that didn’t go your way. What was it? What would you do differently? • How will you bring that lesson into your service to the city? • If you could say one thing to your opponents, what would it be? These interviews were very popular. I eventually collected the write-ups into a handout that I distributed at candidates’ forums, and I usually ran out of them. Later, as the campaign mailers and flyers started to flow, I scanned each piece I received and posted it on the site for all to see. I developed an online catalog of every piece of campaign literature that anyone could see. I also photographed lawn signs for every
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candidate. In essence, I saw Rockville Central as having a duty to try to help candidates get their information out, without playing favorites.



These are puny numbers in comparison to major Websites. But in comparison to the number of votecasting citizens in Rockville, it is far less trivial.



The election, and Rockville Central’s informal approach to it, seemed to be striking a nerve. Candidates began to call me, seeing me as a neutral player. They sent me their material for posting. Readers told me they appreciated the interviews and flyers.



And, for some people at least, what they were reading mattered. On election night, I made the rounds of victory celebrations. I heard from more than one person: “Rockville Central’s candidate interviews were what helped me make my decision of who to vote for.”



Election Day came, and it proved to be a pivotal point for our site. For one thing, it brought a shocking (to us) spike in traffic. The day before Election Day, I posted:



Setting Norms



Last night, at 9:56 and 29 seconds p.m. Eastern time, for the first time, we passed 500 “page views” (or “hits”) in one day, on our way to an all-time high of 573. According to our measures, by midnight we had 286 visitors to Rockville Central. Since we began on Memorial Day weekend, our circulation has been increasing slowly but steadily. In the last weeks, as the election campaigns have heated up, it has taken off. Our intent when we started Rockville Central was to create a vibrant, safe space for all kinds of respectful yet spirited debate, and a one-stop hub for local community news. I have always said I would be happy with ten readers. This growth just leaves me not quite knowing what to say. So I will say this: We pledge to you to always try our hardest to make this a different kind of place, without partisan political motive, where ideas are discussed, useful news is shared, and a common affection for Rockville is maintained.



The next day I had to add: [UPDATE: The next day, Election Day, blew those numbers out of the water, with 1,011 page views and 414 unique visitors. I am certain we won’t sustain that, but it was nice!]
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Since the election, Rockville Central’s overall usage statistics have stabilized. There is a core of about two hundred people who read per day. As a noncommercial, volunteer site, I am happy with that— indeed, I would be happy with less. More important than how many people are reading is that, for this group of citizens, there is a new civic space that’s opened up, one with more productive norms than the bickering that characterizes public life in other areas. I guard this productive set of norms jealously. Anonymous comments are discouraged, because they tend to minimize people taking responsibility for language. Partisan and unfair attacks are deleted. This is contrary to the blogger ethos that is prevalent on many other sites where little or no control is exerted. At Rockville Central, discourse is encouraged—but unfair comments are quickly deleted. Throughout, I make a point of saying why such comments are deleted. It seems to go in waves, and every few months I will write something like this: Over the last two days, there has been a spate of anonymous comments that include mean-spirited attacks pointed at local public officials. I have deleted the worst offenders. I can’t believe I have to remind folks—who presumably should know this already—that name-calling and vitriol
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is clear from the totality of this blog) toward transparency, I have a high bar for decorum here. I don’t think people should say (write) things on this blog that they would not say in person, at a friend’s house, to someone’s face. Things that are hurtful just don’t have a place here, and I strongly believe public officials deserve the same (no more or less) respect that we give one another. . . .



have no place here. It is one thing to disagree with someone, and it’s OK even not to like them very much. But it is NOT okay, at least not here, to be mean about it.



This particular article drew a comment from a reader: I fully agree with the need to keep the conversation civil, but any unilateral editing of comments gives me pause. It looks like both comments that were deleted were about one particular politician. I would like to get an idea of what was being censored to determine for myself whether or not it was appropriate. I want to know I can trust that this blog really is being neutral and not protecting certain people from public scrutiny.



Another philosophical issue with me about neutrality: I am trying to be neutral in everything I do with this blog, but I know that it is impossible not to have opinions and biases. So, my safeguard is to try to be as transparent about my biases as possible, and about my decision-making. . . . Anyway, here are answers to your good questions! I would keep A, probably keep B (unless it was couched in a lot more “idiot” language with not much “I think” language to balance it), I would likely delete C for the profanity, definitely delete D and definitely delete E. . . .



So here’s a little test, if you’re willing to play along. Which of the following comments are things you would delete: A. I strongly disagree with what John Doe did and think he should be ashamed. B. John Doe is a real idiot for what he did. C. John Doe is a [insert profanity here] idiot for what he did. D. John Doe should burn in hell for what he did. E. I heard that John Doe sells drugs to little kids and uses the money to run a dog-fighting ring, so it’s no wonder he did it.



I’ve reproduced much of the exchange because it shows how the civil norms to which Rockville Central aspires can play out in practice. I’ve let the exchange stand on the blog as-is, and it constitutes our “comment policy.”



More Than Politics And if I’m missing the type of comment that you deleted, feel free to make an example that more accurately reflects the situation.



To which I responded (in part): I am not trying to protect interests, but I AM trying to protect the space. There are a number of blogs around here whose tone frankly disgusts me, even if their content is factual and people are engaged in serious debate. This place is an antidote to them. So, while my bias is (and I think it
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As a bit of a political junkie, it boggles my mind that most people really don’t follow politics and couldn’t care less. As a “participatory democracy” person, I have also long felt that typical attempts to reach such people and get them involved are more patronizing than anything else. I wanted Rockville Central to be a place where people visited because they want to, not because they ought to—and so early on it was clear that it could not be just a political blog. As one example, even on Day One I started taking photographs and posting one each weekday (the
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Picture of the Day, or POTD). I usually give the photo an amusing title—sometimes it is artsy, other times just funny. We have posted a picture every weekday since we began. Many readers seem to know Rockville Central primarily because of these photos, and I frequently receive submissions from others. It’s a way for others to get involved in the space, so I welcome them. We also actively solicit shopping reviews, restaurant reviews, and other pieces from readers. These create a busy kind of buzz, where the politics is just a part of what is going on over all. It makes it easier for a wider cross section of people to be interested and to sustain interest—and, more important, to see Rockville Central as a space they themselves might actively contribute to. There’s evidence that people do see it as a space they can enter. In addition to unsolicited POTD submissions, people send in reviews and opinion columns— typically on a less formal basis than if we were a newspaper. They send an e-mail as if they were just writing to a friend, but at the same time knowing that it may end up more public, on the blog. It is an interesting in-between space that, judging from people’s response, appears inviting to people who don’t ordinarily go out of their way to contribute. I was helped in all this almost immediately by Cynthia Cotte Griffiths, an early responder to my “blog with me” invitation who is far more plugged into the day-to-day life of the city than me. She had an idea for a weekly events roundup, which would cover two full weekends’ worth of happenings. She wanted to call it “Weekend to Weekend.” Hungry for nonpolitical content, I jumped at the chance to have her write a weekly column. Weekend to Weekend comes out every Thursday and is one of the most popular features of Rockville Central. Groups from all over the city now send us information (instead of our having to scour for it) and the article gets forwarded all over around town; the city has even reproduced the pieces Cindy writes.
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Cindy’s contributions are important and cannot be overstated. She does not just write a regular article. As an early adopter of the Rockville Central ethos, she is an important partner and collaborator—in fact, although I resist things that might give the impression that Rockville Central is bigger than it really is, we found it useful to develop titles for ourselves just so people could understand our roles better. She is editor. If I were to ever go on a real vacation, she would keep the blog going.



A Target



Even with modest readership numbers, Rockville Central sometimes seems to have a footprint larger than I would think. It is read throughout the city staff, by many elected and appointed officials, and also by many of the opinion makers in town. With this notice, which is gratifying, has also come the added difficulty of sometimes being a bit of a target. There was (and still is, at this writing) a contentious issue that went beyond just the town and instead involved the state as well. It had to do with where a new courthouse would be built. Some people in town did not like the location the state had proposed. It is emotional, and there are reasons that the “no” arguments go beyond classic “not in my backyard” (NIMBY) ones. I violated my own usual practice by expressing an opinion that the state should not build the courthouse where it was planning to. I was careful to be fair about allowing other opinions from other perspectives, and in terms of news I covered the issue fairly. At one point, I thought it would be interesting to set up a poll about whether the state was right or not. I saw it as a lark. But the site immediately saw a traffic spike as people began voting. Looking at the statistics, I suspected one side was trying to manipulate the poll numbers (multiple votes from single offices). I pulled the poll and wrote, in part:
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tion. Personally, I think you are doing a better job than any other information source in Rockville. Keep it up.” She is right about the attention, but it is a cautionary lesson: to the extent that Rockville Central garners notice, it becomes something that others may seek to manipulate.



Dear Readers: As many of you know, we recently put up a “poll” asking what people thought about the State’s idea to build a new district court house where the old public library building is. This building is next to a school, a church, and a historic district, and has no parking available neither now nor in any plans. It is a testament to the power of this particular issue that our traffic more than doubled over the norm. But, I have deleted the poll. It was ill-advised. Why? 1. People appeared to be gaming the poll. Near the end of the day today, there were sudden floods of visitors from the same Internet addresses, corresponding with a sudden flood of votes. They came one after the other, all from the same place. The system doesn’t allow the same computer to vote twice, but it looked as if whole offices were all voting at once—from Bethesda, Frederick, Silver Spring, and other places outside of Rockville. It’s one thing to motivate your network, another to try to stuff the ballot box. That is what it looked like was happening. 2. People were clearly positioning to use the “results” as political ammo. No Internet poll like this even comes close to being “valid” for anything other than a lark, which is what this was intended to be. But from the e-mails I was getting, people were pinning a lot on the results, as if they might actually mean more than they do. I did not want to see anyone claiming a “Rockville Central poll shows” that they were right, or the other side was wrong. One reader sent me this note: “At least you know folks are giving Rockville Central atten-
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Experiments



Begun on-the-fly as a quick experiment, we continue to try new ideas with Rockville Central, always trying to create new ways for people to be a part of community. A couple of ideas deserve notice. I thought it might be interesting, just as an experiment, to announce where I was having lunch one day, and see if anyone wanted to join me. No agenda, informal, nothing fancy. A dozen people showed up, people I had never met and some I already knew. They were curious about the blog but also wanted to talk about issues. On the spot I decided to do one the next month. When I got back to my computer, I wrote: The little lunch experiment we proposed last week—where Rockville Central readers just show up to lunch and we see what happens— started off with a bang today. . . . I honestly did not know how many people would show—if anyone. But we had to add tables, and even then were squeezing in. . . . We had a number of great conversations and the discussion topics ranged from election night to [zoning] to what it takes to be a candidate. In between all those serious subjects we also talked about birds, the Internet, and how much we all love libraries. It was all very informal and welcoming.



One attendee brought a sign she’d made for the table that said “Rockville Round Table.” The name has stuck. The Rockville Roundtable now meets monthly, with no agenda, and has a core of people who always come along and a rotating set of new
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faces. There are people who are not otherwise involved, as well as “usual suspect”-type people. City council members attend on occasion. At the end of each lunch, I am asked where we are meeting next. There are clear signs that others feel a sense of ownership about the group. Shortly, I plan to see if it truly has a life of its own (as I suspect it does) by seeing if someone else will run it. Another recent experiment that seems promising is our radio show. Using a free Internet broadcasting service, Cynthia Cotte Griffiths and I host an hourlong call-in talk show. We discuss issues as well as arts and events in Rockville. The show’s success has surprised us, and it too has developed a life of its own. Most of the city council members have called in (a few repeatedly), and city staff—including the police chief—sometimes listen and call in with onthe-spot answers to listener questions. A candidate for the school board (an important position in Montgomery County) asked to be interviewed recently as a part of her campaign kickoff—an indicator of the seriousness with which Rockville Central is taken.



Useful Lessons



I set out with Rockville Central to engage in a kind of civic experiment. I wanted to see what would happen when an online space popped up that had a particular set of sensibilities. In essence, I wanted to try to embody many of the approaches and ideas espoused by the civic sector. I learned that, with just a small amount of care, such an enterprise could be successful in a small way. I doubt the ability of something like this to be commercially viable on a large scale. Indeed, insofar as Rockville Central has established a new space for people, it needs to remain on a human scale; growing too big would kill it. However, I can honestly say that I hope for the model to proliferate. I’ve pursued Rockville Central
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specifically with the idea in mind that others could replicate it. Whenever there was a free way to do something, as opposed to an expensive way, I chose the free way. It is not necessarily everyone’s cup of tea to be a civic blogger, but literally anyone could create something like Rockville Central. There are no special skills required and no training. It does not require access to capital, or to fancy foundations.



It is not necessarily everyone’s cup of tea to be a civic blogger, but literally anyone could create something like Rockville Central. There are no special skills required and no training. It does not require access to capital, or to fancy foundations.



So, for those who may have had their interest piqued by the story of Rockville Central, I offer this handful of lessons learned. They are things to keep in mind, if you choose to move forward. • Impact and scale are very different things. On the basis of the grateful e-mails I get, the fact that almost the entire senior staff and governing officials of the city read it, and the anecdotal stories of ordinary people choosing to take actions they would not otherwise take because of something they read in the blog, I am certain Rockville Central is having an impact. However, its scale is relatively small and I have no plans for it to grow simply for growth’s sake. Scale does not interest me. Impact does. • Try little things; if you fail, so what? The history of Rockville Central is littered with ideas that did not pan out. Our year of existence (so far) has been marked by quick attempts to try new things, followed by equally quick admissions of failure where they occurred. Case in point: the courthouse “poll.” Or, there was the time I thought I
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would adopt an informal approach to a series of video interviews with city council members. It was a hundred days into the term and I wanted to follow up on campaign promises. My first interview featured me in a ripped pair of jeans. It caused such an uproar that I publicly apologized. People demanded a bit more decorum of me. Lesson learned! This was not the first, nor the only, time I have publicly apologized for a mistake on the blog. After each of these episodes, messages came in praising the change in course. People appreciate experimentation and understand that mistakes may be made—and they appreciate forthrightness about it. • You don’t need an organization to have an institution. Rockville Central is literally two people who just spend time volunteering. There is nothing official about it, no phone number to call, no office to visit. Its only real expense is its domain name—about $6 per year. Yet it is enough of an institution that the mayor and some members of the city council have chosen to release statements through it. In city council meetings, office holders as well as citizens have spoken about something they have read in Rockville Central. It is unorganized, but it is still a community institution. • People want fun—it draws them in and gives them a reason to return. Rockville Central’s most popular pages are shopping and restaurant reviews. This troubles me not at all. It’s important for us civic junkies to remember that we are oddballs: most people are just trying to live their lives, not be better citizens or become more engaged. I firmly believe that one of the most important aspects of Rockville Central is that it is not a drag. For instance, the weekday morning’s Photo of the Day is sometimes dramatic, other times silly. I am idiosyncratic about my choices with it. More than one reader has told me it is the POTDs that keep them coming back. • People need reminding about the rules of the road. Every few months, someone begins posting anonymous, vitriolic comments. I typically delete them and post an article about what I have done.
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I welcome such episodes, because each one is a chance to reinforce the norms that Rockville Central is trying to promote. • “Politics as usual” will try to use anything it can. Prepare for candidates and community organizations to seek to use the blog as a way to gain advantage. This was what was behind the “Move the Courthouse” poll, as one side seemed to be seeking to show it had the advantage. Similarly, some office holders have begun to try to feed tips and ideas in order to generate articles that will further their objectives. None of this is really a problem; it is how politics unfolds in most places. However, a blog like Rockville Central is trying to stay aloof from such things while still being relevant. It is a fine line to walk, and it takes willingness to resist flattery, threat, and cajoling. • You must earn trust. Shortly after I sent an initial e-mail to all candidates for city council asking for an interview, I got a call from one. She was very skeptical of my motives. I explained I was just trying to be helpful. She didn’t buy it and said she did not believe someone would put in the time it takes to do this work for simply an altruistic motive (I am paraphrasing). She agreed to the interview reluctantly. Over time, through being dedicated about being transparent and fair, this person has come to trust Rockville Central and is one of its best friends. Her initial reaction, though, was completely correct. There is no reason anyone ought to trust my neutrality simply because I claimed it; I had to demonstrate it over time. Rockville Central has been a remarkable journey, one I hope others might take. It’s not the perfect example of a civic blog, but it has been gratifying and has been a positive influence in its own community. Come visit. We’re at www.rockvillecentral.com. Brad Rourke, a writer, consultant, and musician based in Rockville, Maryland, is an associate of the Kettering Foundation and lead consultant with the Harwood Institute for Public Innovation.
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set up my own blog on Google's free Blogger service. A couple of .... Your favorite Rockville restaurant? Rockville ..... no special skills required and no training. It. 
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